Card Instructions for the Follow Your Bliss Kit
from Maya Road
By Caroline Lau

Card 1
1. Fold the card in half.
2. Cut the pink striped paper to 5.25" x 4". Glue to the card base. Cut a 2" x 5.25" piece of the
floral paper. Form a pocket.
3. Cut the red/pink polka dot paper to fit into the bottlecap. Attach with foam dots to the middle
of the bottlecap.
4. Stamp the background stamp in grey and seize the day on the pink paper. Attach to the
bottlecap.
5. Cut a 4" x 4" heart from the plaid paper. Tuck into the pocket.

Card 2
1.Fold the card as shown.
2. Cut a 5.25" x 4" piece of the globe paper. Attach to the card.
3. Cut a pink heart that is 2.5" x 2.75". Attach to the card with foam dots. Cut a tiny 0.5" heart
from the pink paper and glue as shown.
4. Stamp Wish Big on the striped pink paper. Cut out and glue to card.
5. Add the striped ribbon knotted in the middle.

Card 3
1. Fold the card.
2. Take some markers (I used zig) and color the background stamps. I used green, yellow and
grey. Then stamp the brick like background.
3. Take the always stamp and stamp as shown.

Card 4
1. Fold card base.
2. Trim the gold confetti paper to 5.25" x 4" . Attach to the card.
3. Ink the ribbon bobbin then cover with the burlap trim as shown.
4. Cover the wood tag with the striped paper. Add the enjoy wood token and tassel. Take 1
thread of the burlap trim and tie a bow on the tassel. Add the seam binding bow.
5. Cut 2 of the flowers from the trim and add to the bobbin as shown. Add the tag.
6. Cut a 0.6" strip of the gold lace patterned paper. Cut in half then fold and tuck behind the
bobbin.

Project 5
1. Take the dot paper and trace to fit into the hoop. Cut out and glue as shown.
2. Cut a 5" x 4.5" heart from the mint gradient paper. Ink and mount onto foam dots and attach
to the display as shown.
3. Cover the wood shipping tag with the floral paper as shown. Add the seam binding bow.
4. Cut a heart to fit into the oval frame. Attach with foam dots. Add the arrow. Attach to linen
piece. Attach to wooden shipping tags. Add the paper rose.
5. Trim two of the orange vintage tickets and then attach as shown. Glue to the heart.

Card 6
1. Form Card Base.
2. Cut a 4" x 5.25" pc of the mint and cream striped paper.
3. Take a 3.5" x 2.25" piece of card base and stamp the background stamp and hello there 3x
(as shown i used zig markers for the background). Mount onto the card with foam squares.
4. Cut the flowers shown out of the black background floral papers. Glue.
5. Add the pearl trim cut out as shown.
6. Tie a seam binding bow and attach.

Project 7
1. Take the arrow felt pieces out of the tin.
2. Create a mini album by cutting 2 pieces of patterned paper 3" x 6" and one piece 3.25" x
6".
3. Fold and then stitch together on a sewing machine to form an album. The 3.25" one with
be on the outside. Round the corners with a corner punch.
4. Add the embellishments as shown.

Kit available for purchase here: F
ollow Your Bliss Card Kit

